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We report the topological transition by gate control in a Cd3 As2 Dirac semimetal nanowire Josephson
junction with diameter of about 64 nm. In the electron branch, the quantum confinement effect enforces the
surface band into a series of gapped subbands and thus nontopological states. In the hole branch, however,
because the hole mean free path is smaller than the nanowire perimeter, the quantum confinement effect is
inoperative and the topological property maintained. The superconductivity is enhanced by gate tuning
from electron to hole conduction, manifested by a larger critical supercurrent and a larger critical magnetic
field, which is attributed to the topological transition from gapped surface subbands to a gapless surface
band. The gate-controlled topological transition of superconductivity should be valuable for manipulation
of Majorana zero modes, providing a platform for future compatible and scalable design of topological
qubits.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.027001

Much effort has been paid to find routes for the
realization of topological superconductivity in several
platforms, ranging from the presumably intrinsic topological superconductors [1–3], topological materials [4], and
semiconductor nanowires [5,6] proximitized with an
s-wave superconductor, ferromagnetic atomic chains
[7,8], and iron-based superconductors [9–12], etc. The
topological superconducting phase transition has been
obtained by applying a magnetic field in semiconductor
nanowires coupled with a superconductor, showing the
signatures of Majorana fermions [13–15]. Recently, topological transitions have also been proposed based on
Josephson junctions in a 2D electron gas [16–19], which
can be tuned by a superconducting phase difference. In
addition, the topological superconductivity can be realized
in the topological surface and edge states proximitized with
a superconductor [4,20–28].
The topological transition of topological materials themselves will trigger the phase transition of the proximityinduced topological superconductivity accordingly. Such a
topological phase transition can be realized by magneticfield-induced opening and closing of the Dirac gap [29,30],
electric-field control [31–33], applying strain or high pressure [34–38], etc. In addition, the quantum confinement also
provides a way to induce discrete surface subbands in thin
nanowires. Tuning the quantum confinement will tune the
0031-9007=21=126(2)=027001(7)

phase transition with opening and closing of the surface
Dirac gap, accompanied by the presence or absence of
quantized surface subbands. Combining the topological
transition with superconductivity opens an avenue for fine
control of Majorana zero modes.
Here we report the topological transition of superconductivity in Cd3 As2 Dirac semimetal nanowire-based
Josephson junctions by gate control [Fig. 1(a)]. The
Cd3 As2 nanowires were grown by chemical vapor
deposition method [39], which are of single crystalline
nature and grown along the [110] direction (see
Supplemental Material, Fig. S1 [40]). The topological
transition of Cd3 As2 surface states is revealed by quantum
oscillations under a magnetic field parallel to the nanowire
axis. Because of the relatively high electron mobility and
low hole mobility in Cd3 As2 [43–45], the quantum confinement effect could be notable for the electron conduction
and negligible for hole conduction in a thin nanowire with
diameter of ∼64 nm in this Letter [Fig. 1(b)]. Because the
mean free path of electrons is comparable with the
nanowire perimeter, Aharonov-Bohm (AB) oscillations
with flux quantum (h=e) periodicity are expected
[46,47]. Whereas, for the diffusive transport of holes, the
Altshuler-Aronov-Spivak (AAS) oscillations with h=2e
period become prominent. A clear transition from h=e
period AB oscillations (ΔB ¼ 1.28 T) to h=2e period AAS
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FIG. 1. Normal state transport in Nb-Cd3 As2 -Nb junction.
(a) Schematic of the measurement setup. The junction length
is ∼400 nm. (b) Top: the bulk bands schematic diagram
of Cd3 As2 . Middle: the schematic of Fermi arc surface
states. Bottom: the continuous Dirac surface band for V g < 0
and quantized surface subbands due to quantum confinement
effect for V g > 0. (c) The normalized resistance oscillations
ΔR=ðΔRÞmax after subtracting the background. The magnetic
field is applied in plane along the nanowire axis. (d) FFT
spectrums of the resistance oscillations under different gate
voltages.

oscillations (ΔB ¼ 0.64 T) is observed by tuning the gate
voltage from positive to negative [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d); the
raw data in Fig. S2 [40] ], indicating a transition from
gapped quantized surface subbands to a gapless surface band.
We then focus on the superconducting behavior with and
without the quantized surface subbands at a base temperature of 12 mK. Figure 2(a) shows the current-voltage
(I dc -V sd ) characteristics of the junction. The superconducting state shows a critical current I c varying with
V g . The differential resistance dV=dI as a function of V g
and I dc is presented in Fig. 2(b), and the I c is marked by the
solid white line. As sweeping V g from 18 to −30 V, the I c
decreases first and then tends to saturate in the hole region.
The small and saturated I c in the hole region is due to the
low hole mobility, where the supercurrent through bulk
states is significantly suppressed [25,48]. An excess current
I exc ∼210 nA in the I-V characteristic gives a transparency
D ∼ 0.73 of the junction interface [49] (Supplemental
Material, Fig. S3 [40]).
An in-plane magnetic field B is applied along the
nanowire axis. Figure 2(c) shows the dV=dI as a function
of B and I dc at V g ¼ 0 V. From 0 to 250 mT, I c is strongly
suppressed from 180 to 3 nA. Beyond the initial fast decay,

the I c ðBÞ exhibits an irregular oscillation behavior with
multiple nodes, which can be seen up to 2 T. Figures 2(d)–
2(f) show the enlarged I c ðBÞ oscillations at three different
gate voltages. The I c ðBÞ exhibits multiple nodes at
V g ¼ 22 and 0 V [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)], while only two
nodes at V g ¼ −30 V [Fig. 2(f)]. The successive evolution
of I c ðBÞ oscillations as a function of V g is displayed in
Fig. 2(g). For positive V g , the I c ðBÞ shows multiple nodes
with maxima and minima sensitively depending on V g . For
negative V g , only two nodes are observed and the period is
gate independent. Note that the I c ðBÞ oscillatory behavior
can only be observed when the magnetic field is applied
along the nanowire axis. While under an in-plane magnetic
field perpendicular to the nanowire axis, the I c ðBÞ exhibits
a monotonic decay without any oscillations (Supplemental
Material, Fig. S4 [40]).
This distinct gate dependence of the I c ðBÞ oscillatory
behavior can be well explained by considering the presence
(absence) of quantized surface subbands at positive
(negative) V g . For positive V g at zero magnetic field, it
is natural that the supercurrent is from the coexisting
bulk and surface states due to the highly conductive bulk
and large surface-to-volume ratio in Cd3 As2 nanowires.
When applying a magnetic field, the bulk carried supercurrent is strongly suppressed (as indicated by the I c
kink behavior at around 0.15 T in Fig. 2(i); also see
Supplemental Material, Figs. S5 and S6 [40]), while the
supercurrent carried by surface states can survive to high
magnetic fields [50]. So, the I c oscillations under high
magnetic fields should be attributed to the quantized
surface subbands.
Below, we illustrate how the quantized surface subbands
result in I c oscillations. The quantized surface subbands
can be described by the angular momentum quantum
number l [30,47]. In the presence of a parallel magnetic
field, the motion of particles on the nanowire surface travels
in a spiraled path when they traverse the junction from
one Nb electrode to the other [Fig. 2(h)]. Different
surface modes with different quantized angular momentum l traverse a different path along the nanowire and
thus
R θ2 acquire a different orbital phase Δϕ ¼ ð2e=ℏÞ
⃗
⃗
θ1 A · Rdθl , where A is the vector potential, R is the
radius, and θl is the corresponding winding angle. The
quantum interference between supercurrents carried by
different surface modes consequently leads to the multiple
I c oscillation nodes [51–53]. Since the occupation of
surface modes can be modulated by a gate voltage, the
oscillation nodes are gate sensitive. The red line in Fig. 2(d)
is the numerical simulation of supercurrent interference
with occupied surface modes jlj ≤ 8 (see Supplemental
Material, Figs. S5 and S6 [40] for more details). The
occupied multiple orbital modes with jlj ≤ 8 at V g ¼ 22 V
are roughly consistent with the allowed number of
modes in the surface states. For a carrier density nc of
the order of 1018 cm−3 , the corresponding Fermi wave
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FIG. 2. The supercurrent and I c evolution with the axial magnetic field. (a) The V sd versus I dc characteristics. (b) Differential
resistance dV=dI as a function of I dc and V g . An excitation of I ac ¼ 0.5 nA was used for the dV=dI measurement. The solid white line
marks the critical current I c varying with V g . (c) Mapping of dV=dI as a function of I dc and magnetic field at V g ¼ 0 V. The I dc is swept
from negative to positive. Inset: schematic of the Nb-Cd3 As2 -Nb junction with an in-plane magnetic field along the nanowire direction.
(d)–(f) The detailed patterns of dV=dI as a function of I dc and magnetic field at different V g . Red curve in (d): the I c fit by the model of
supercurrent interference between different surface modes. Red curve in (f): the I c fit by the model of continuous surface band, with both
orbital and Zeeman phase modulation considered. (g) Mapping of critical current I c as a function of V g and magnetic field.
(h) Schematic of the supercurrent interference between different surface modes characterized by the angular momentum quantum
number l. θl is the corresponding winding angle. (i) The normalized critical current I c =I c ð0Þ as a function of magnetic field.

vector is kf ∼ 3 × 108 m−1 . Considering that kθ ¼ ð1=RÞ ¼
3 × 107 m−1 , the maximum value of quantum number l is
about ðkf =kθ Þ ∼ 10. Therefore, most of the circular modes
contribute to the supercurrent. For V g ¼ 0 V, the I c values
are very small and cannot be simulated properly, and the
oscillation behavior is likely disturbed by the trapping of
magnetic vortex, as indicated by the abrupt vertical lines in
Fig. 2(e). The presence of vortex trapping also gives a
possible origin of the slight deviation between the data and
fitting curve in Fig. 2(d).
For V g ¼ −30 V, the supercurrent is mainly carried by
surface states due to the low hole mobility of bulk state.
With increasing magnetic field, the suppression rate of I c at
V g ¼ −30 V is much lower than that at V g ¼ 22 and 0 V
[Fig. 2(i)] due to the topological protection of surface
states. As a surface particle traverses along the perimeter of
the nanowire from position x1 to x2 , the phase modulation
is given by ϕ2 ðx2 Þ − ϕ1 ðx1 Þ ¼ ½πBðx2 − x1 ÞR=ϕ0 , where
ϕ0 ¼ h=2e, ϕ1 ðx1 Þ, and ϕ2 ðx2 Þ are the phases of the order
parameters (Supplemental Material, Fig. S7a [40]). As the
surface bands are of continuous form without quantization
at negative V g , the integration of the supercurrent should be
over the entire circle of the nanowire, which is expressed as

Z
Iðφ0 ; BÞ ∼

0

2πR

Z
0

2πR

dx1 dx2 sin½φ0 þ ϕ2 ðx2 Þ − ϕ1 ðx1 Þ:
ð1Þ

The critical current is defined as the maximum in one
period of 2π phase, I c ðBÞ ¼ max½Iðφ0 ; BÞ. As the surface
particles travel through an entire circle, the period of the I c
oscillation is expected to be ϕ0 ðh=2eÞ, with a magnetic
field period ΔB ¼ 0.64 T (Supplemental Material, Fig. S7c
[40]). However, despite the fact that the normal state h=2e
periodic AAS oscillations demonstrate a magnetic field
period of 0.64 T, the I c oscillation in Fig. 2(f) presents a
period ΔB ¼ 0.5 T. This deviation can be compensated by
taking the Zeeman effect into account. When applying a
magnetic field along the nanowire axis, the Fermi surface
of surface state is shifted along the x direction (along
the perimeter) by ðgμB B=ℏvf Þ due to the helical spinmomentum locking property of the Fermi arc surface
states [54] (Supplemental Material, Fig. S7b [40]). As a
result of the shift, the Cooper pairs, formed by the electrons
on the Cd3 As2 Fermi surface, gain a finite momentum
Δkx ¼ ð2gμB B=ℏvf Þ and, consequently, acquire an extra
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FIG. 3. (a)–(d) Mapping of dV=dI as a function of I dc and V g at
different magnetic fields as denoted. At a moderate field of
300 mT, the I c at negative V g is larger than that at positive V g .

phase Δkx ðx2 − x1 Þ. Numerically, the experimental I c
oscillation at V g ¼ −30 V can be well fitted by summing
up the orbital and Zeeman phases [red line in Fig. 2(f)]. It is
necessary to note that the Zeeman effect itself could not
lead to an I c oscillation in the magnetic field range of
0–2 T (Supplemental Material, Fig. S7d [43]). The contribution of the Zeeman effect is small and it just gives
a tiny modification to the period of I c oscillation, especially
in the regime of multiple surface modes at V g ¼ 22 V
(Supplemental Material, Fig. S8 [40]). In addition, numerical

simulations indicate that the orbital interference of bulk
states only renders a monotonous I c decay without oscillations (Supplemental Material, Fig. S9 [40]), further confirming the surface origin of I c oscillations under higher
magnetic fields.
To further study the gate control of topological phase
transition, gate sweeps of the supercurrent under different
magnetic fields are performed, as presented in Fig. 3. At a
low field of 100 mT, because the supercurrent at positive V g
is carried by coexisting bulk and surface states, the supercurrent interference from quantized surface subbands is
submerged in a large I c background [Fig. 3(a)]. Gradually
increasing the magnetic field to suppress the bulk carried
supercurrent, the supercurrent interference from quantized
surface subbands starts to emerge [Fig. 3(b)]. The gate
control of phase transition is obtained, as the bulk carried
supercurrent is fully suppressed under 300 mT [Fig. 3(c)].
In this case, with the presence of gapped surface subbands
at positive V g , the supercurrent interference between different surface modes leads to an apparent I c oscillation
behavior as tuning the occupation of surface subbands
by V g [Fig. 3(c)]. On tuning the gate voltage to negative,
the low mobility of holes leads to a diffusive transport along
the perimeter; thus the quantum confinement effect is
inoperative and, consequently, gives rise to the preservation
of gapless surface band. This is consistent with the
disappearance of interference-induced I c oscillations at
negative V g , where only a nearly flat I c versus V g is

FIG. 4. The proximity-induced superconductivity in device 2 with diameter d ¼ 72 nm and junction length L ¼ 400 nm. (a) Color
map of dV=dI as a function of magnetic field and gate voltage. Inset: the magnetic field direction with respect to the Josephson junction.
S denotes superconducting electrodes. (b) The critical current I c versus parallel magnetic field. The curves are shifted for clarity. Gray
dotted line indicates the evolution of critical magnetic field Bc at which I c decays to zero. (c) The gate dependence of I c at different
parallel magnetic fields as denoted. (d)–(f) Similar results under an in-plane perpendicular magnetic field.
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observed. In addition, benefitting from the topological
property of the gapless surface band, the supercurrent in
this scheme is more robust than that carried by gapped
surface modes, as indicated by the larger I c amplitude at
negative V g than that at positive V g [Fig. 3(c)].
The negative gate voltage enhanced superconductivity is
also observed in a second device (device 2, with a diameter
of 72 nm and junction length L ¼ 400 nm). The I c
oscillations in device 2 can still be observed but are not
as apparent as that in device 1 (Supplemental Material,
Figs. S10 and S11 [40]), possibly due to the longer perimeter and weaker superconducting coupling. Nevertheless,
it is interesting to find that the critical magnetic field Bc is
enhanced as tuning the gate voltage from electron to hole
conduction [Fig. 4(a)]. The enhanced Bc is also observed
from the magnetic field dependence of I c at different gate
voltages, as the gray dotted line indicated in Fig. 4(b).
The slower decay of I c at negative V g is due to the
topological protection of surface states. Figure 4(c) exhibits
the gate dependence of I c at different magnetic fields. At a
moderate magnetic field (B ≥ 0.18 T), the I c at negative V g
is larger than that at positive V g , consistent with that shown
in Fig. 3(c). Similar Bc and I c enhancement is also
observed under an in-plane perpendicular magnetic field
[Figs. 4(d)–4(f)].
In summary, we have demonstrated the gate-tuned
topological transition of superconductivity in Dirac semimetal nanowire Cd3 As2 Josephson junctions. A gatesensitive multiple-modes supercurrent interference pattern
due to quantized surface subbands exists in the electron
branch, and a gate-independent supercurrent oscillation in
the hole branch is observed due to the gapless nature of the
surface band. The critical magnetic field Bc and critical
supercurrent I c are both enhanced in the hole conduction
branch, suggesting the topology enhanced superconductivity. Such gate-controlled topological transition of superconductivity is consistent with the previous observations of
the presence (absence) of Majorana zero modes in the hole
(electron) branch in such a similar nanowire system [25].
Our results provide a route to use Cd3 As2 nanowire as a
platform for generating and manipulating Majorana bound
states, which is compatibly applicable to future networks
design of braiding operations.
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